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POURQUOI N’A-T-ON PAS ENCORE PROUVÉ L’EFFET RELATIVISTE
DE DÉPLACEMENT VERS LE ROUGE ?

Erwin Finlay FREUNDLICH

2-01Séminaire JANET
(Mécanique analytique et Mécanique céleste)
4e année, 1960/61, n° 2

Precisaly 50 years have passed since EINSTEIN, formulating the principles on
which a général thoory of relativity had to be founded, realized that from an

assumed équivalence of the effects produced a gravitational field and by acce.-
lerated motions, it necessarily had to follow that all spectral lines in the solar

spectrum . ravealed a général red shift : D. À = À . D.1.jJ/c2 ; dénotes the

différence of the gravitational potential on vhe surface of the Sun and Earth

respectively and c the velocity of light. Hence all Fraunhofer lines should

appear shifted by an amount 
’

corresponding to an apparent Doppler affect of + 0,636 km/sec . This general rod
shift must bo s hown by the light from whi cho vor point on the Sun’ s dise it may
be emitted. The problem of proving the existence of this affect has not yot been

satisf actorily solved. Initially Einstein’ s postulate met with great scepticism.
At that time, no detailed physical thaory of the solar atmosphere existedo It

was believod that in the layers from which ~he spectral lines originato high

pressures provailed, and since red shifts of the lines quite definitely made thoir

appearanco, pressure effects were thought to be responsible for the obsorved
red shifts.

This scoptical attitude however changod into a much optimistic acceptance of
the relativistic postulate when around 1920 S aha’s theory of the solar spoctrum pmo-
vod that very lcwpressure values were to ba expected in the highly ionizod atmos-

phere of the Sun, but chiofly when tho success of the British solar-eclipse expe-
dition in 1919 seemed to confirm Einstein’s sefond postulate concerning the
deflection of a light beam in the gravitational field of tho Sun.

Although from the outs et the comparison of tho solar vith 

emaitted by torrestrial light sources nevor rovealed shifts of tho predicted

amount, constant over the Sun’s disc, tho existence of the général relativistic
red shift was taken for granted. Since the actually observed red shifts are in
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tho centre of the solar dise usually considerably smaller, usually less than half
thé theoretically predicted value of 2,12 x 10 , and since in addition thc

values increase steeply with approach to the limb of the Sun even surpassing the

expectod value , the contradiction against expoctation was met by assuming that
radial currents in the Sun’ s atmosphere, producing predominantly small négative
Doppler-effocts, are responsible for the reductions of obsorvod red shifts. As to
the riso near the limb, it becamo nocassary to introduce in addition an otherwise,
unoxplainable "limb 

On this foundation is based St John’s proof that the gonaral rad shift prodictod
by tho general theory of relativity may be considorod as supportod by solar obser-
vations (1927). Ho accumulated fob this purposo a vast amount of obsorvational
matorial :. 1537 lines moasured at the contro of the Sun’s dise ; 133 linos moa-

sured near tho limb, however no observations at intermediate positions on thé
dise. The existence of tho général rod shift was taken for grantod, its value
subtracted from the obsorved lino-displacements, and the romaining shifts thon
discussod from tho point of viow that Doppler shifts produced by radial currents
- différent for différent depths f rom which each line was omerging - and a limb

wero responsible for the observed shifts. Thus, tho radial curront theory
was developped to support the observed line displacemonts. It nood not to be om-

phasizod that the proof of the existenco of an offoct of such fondamental impor-
tance as the rolativistic rod shift asks for a safer foundation. Not only thc

existence and charactor of the radial currents in the atmosphoro are still open to

criticism, but in particular the now xàfely establishod fact that the rod shift

surpasses at the limb tho thoorotical prodicted value provos that "tho Einstein

plus radial currents do not suffico to explain the observationn". !haro

are obviously causes other than Doppler affects and the relativistic shift which

affect tho positions of solar lihos. A ver.y nuch moro dotailed and accurato ana-

lysis of tho solar spoctrum is needed if tho existence of tho relativistic rod

shift is to be safely establishod.

Such an analysis bogan shortly aftor ST JOHN had publishod his apparently
conclusive results , when without any roferenco to a torrostrial light source

observations in Potzdan investigated tho pattorn of difforential solar wavo longths
along the dise from contre to limb. It came to light that in whatever direction

one movcs from tho contre of the Sun towards tho linb all lines reveal stoadily

increasing wave lengths. Near tho centre the incroase is slow, becomes howovsr

stoep as soon as sin e &#x3E; 0,7 ( 6 == the angle botweon lino of sight and tho
solar radius to the point whoro tho lino of sight cuts tho solar surfaco). Along
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all radii from the contre t o the limb the incre as e is the same. The pattern

apiJears completely symmetrical, following closely a law of thc form a + f3 sec e

constants). If radial currents were responsible for the observed reduc-
tion of the red shift from its predmcted constant value, the increase towards the

limb should follow a law similar to : cos e .

At the limb ail observed shifts should converge towards the relativistic value

of : ~ = 2,12 x 10"~ .
A

This is quite definitely not the case.

Hence the character of this internal pattern, i. e. of the steep increase of

the red shift from centor to 1imb, had to be cleared up. This new chapèor in the

history of the problem bogan whan in 1958 lliss M. using the modern solar

equipment in Oxford, revived the whole problem. The course of the rod shift for

14 selected solar linos was followed along a radius of tho Sun’s dise from the

centor till sin e = 0,984, and measurod at 7 points. The observations are per-

fectly representod by the formula :

Hore the X dénotes the observed rod shifts at the Sun’s center for the line
r

" r 11 ; the values change from Une to line in an unaccountable manner and range
from - 3,10-3 Â to + 6~10 A ~ T he theory asks for a constant shift of

13 x 10 " A for this spécial group of linos. Y is tho limb effect, practically
the same for all lines equal to (2,04 ± 0,04) x 10-3 A . Up to date , we are
unable to answer the questions which now arise :

a. What is the origin and nature of tho individaal central shifts X ?
b. What is the origin of the second term, with the factor Y ? Is it tho

outcome of a physical ef fect depending on conditions in the solar atmosphoro, or

an universal affect affecting tho positions of all Fraunhofer linos ?

c. Is the constant relativistic rod shift hidden in this pattern to be disen-

tangled from it ?

As long as radial currents in the solar atmosphère were considorod sufficiont

to provide a satisfactory model of its internal structure, the fact that at the

limb ~he observed red shifts surpass the predicted relativistic value seemed

quite definitely to frustrate all hopes of a satisfactory explanation of the ob-

servations. Howover, during the last years , it has been realized that the
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granulation on the Sun’s surface indicates the existence of turbulence in the

Sun’s atmosphere ; thus, tho conditions in the atmosphère from which the spactral
lines of the Sun émerge might be much more complox than hitherto considered and

the question (c) above needs further careful considération. So far the influence

of turbulence upon the profiles of some faint solar lines has been studied.

Figures showing the représentation of the changing prcfile for the iron lino 

À = 5295 A , in the centre of the disc, cos 0 = 1,00 and for cos 9 = 0,35 are

given in the article of John H. MADDELL (1).. The best représentation is obtained
accopting an anisotropic turbulence-model with the random turbulent velocities :

1,8 = 3,0 km/sec . This research has only just started and
so the model used may not be the final solution. But it reveals already what

values of the turbulent velocities may have to be considored. How the positions
of the observed Fraunhofor lines will be affected, whether in particular the "limb

effect" will find an explahation is still an opon question.

In any case, as long as no final and satisfactory model of the solar atmosphere

exista, we can not hope to be able to give a’ final answer whether the Fraunhofer

lines revoal the général rod shift : ~,1~ x 10 ’~’ , Had tho davelopmont of
the problem first yielded a complète picture of the conditions undor which the

Fraunhofer lines are emitted, say, from an extensive study based purely on diffe-

rentiel measurements of line-displacements, "e =0 - ÀS’ without any référence to
torrestrial light sources , the universal character of the relativistic red shift

would have shown up as soon as torrestriel wave lengths had bon introduced, as a

general unnistakable .shift oR tho zero point, truo to its fundamental character.

As it is, if the relativistic rod shift does exista it must be deeply hidden in the

complox pattern of the line displaccments revoalod by the solar linos on tho

Sun’s dise.

At présent no easy way seems to offer itself to disontangle the obscure situation.

It appoars indeed more likely that puroly torrestrial laboratory observations,
basod on the lately discovered Mössbauer-effect which pormits tho détermination

of extremely small shifts of linos of tho order o / 10" to 10" ,
ins to ad of 10 A in th;3 case of astronomical observations will yiold the final

answer to the physical problom under considération. Tho astronomical rosearch on

this lino will have to concontrato primarily on the solar problem of the struc-

ture of the solar atmosphere. 
’

(1) WADDELL (John H.). - Study of solar turbulence based on profiles of woak
Fraunhofer lines, Astrophys. J., t. 127, 1958, n° 2 ~ p. 284-301.


